Junior Trader – Equities (f/m/x)

Your Responsibilities:









You will be trained in the profession of a stock exchange trader by our senior traders. You
will receive training and instruction in all areas, such as software-supported trading systems,
price supply, fundamental analysis and chart analysis
You support our senior traders in their daily work and take over your own projects after the
training
You actively follow the national and international markets, think about trading ideas for primarily short-term oriented trading strategies, such as news trading, arbitrage and implement
them after consultation with your senior trader
Within the framework of defined risk limits, you take responsibility for the management of
stock positions within your team
You routinely and confidently apply the existing trading support programs and workflows for
risk management and revenue optimization
You provide ideas for optimizing our trading support programs and workflows and actively
participate in the development process and testing of new systems together with our IT experts

Your Profile:











You have successfully completed an apprenticeship or a university degree
You are interested in the stock market and have already gained some experience in trading
securities
You are highly motivated and eager to work in the exciting environment of the global stock
market
You are able to keep a good overview even under stress and time pressure
You are able to keep an eye on a multitude of information as a central interface
You have an affinity for working with numbers and are interested in a modern technical working environment
You bring a high degree of flexibility and are equally flexible in a day, late and night shift
model
You are an enthusiastic team player and can quickly identify with a positive working environment
You have a good knowledge of MS Office, especially MS Excel (VBA knowledge is a plus)
You have a good command of written and spoken German and English

About Orca Capital:










Monthly Fixed salary as well as an above average performance-based bonus (not capped)
Orca Capital helps you to develop your own trading strategies
Flat hierarchy’s and quick personal development opportunities
The Management is always open for new ideas
Work independently in a dynamic team
Individual workspace equipped with the newest technology (workspace as well as home
workspace)
Our Feel Good Management takes care of all individual preferences and desires (Beverages,
Sweets or office Supply’s etc.)
We have Table Football, Table Tennis or electronic pinball -if you need a break from Work
Back office supports you with settlement of trades

linkedin.com/company/orcacapital

karriere@orcacapital.de

